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True Christianity for the Atheist          Issue date 31 Aug 2007 
 
 

What if: …  …  … ? 
 
That is the start of the reasoning process within the mind of a person who is assessing data. 
This world is full of data, some good and some bad (depending upon its source) - and it is the enquiring mind 
that reasons upon all this unfiltered data to then gain useful information. 
From the careful assessment of the information, then knowledge about the environment ensues. 

But is this accurate knowledge? 
Accurate knowledge only occurs when all the data has been correctly reasoned upon. 
This world is full of humans who gather data but then skew their reasoning process to gain erroneous knowledge 
and then publicly declare this “as fact” to those outside who are unable to put the time in to assess the original 
data! 
This often occurs because the people who claim “the results” of their biased reasoning upon “the evidence” 
(based upon their previous environmental experiences and also future benefit) “as fact” which then cannot be 
succinctly disproved by others (of a different grouping) – in this present world of ‘greyness’. 
When in a world of black and white then the answer is obvious – it can be shown or demonstrated without 
argument the difference between fact and fiction.  
Take an athlete winning a race – it is obvious who has come first and who has come last with all the other 
positions in between. Well, historically it was like that – but now the question can be asked was the race fair?  
Was there an unseen outside influence that skewed the result – to give the winner an unfair advantage? 
Without scientific tests (definition being ‘method to provide reproducible results by others’) the result now 
becomes less clear. 
And this concluded from an example that appeared to be an immediate and obvious ‘in your face’ result. 
Let our mind ‘roll on’ with some further examples where the results take longer to see, and less ‘clear cut’ that 
constantly operate within our world of the three legged stool, being commercialism, politics and religion. 
In the world of commercialism. 
We, the consumer will purchase a product and depending upon the market to which the designer was targeting, 
then it will have a certain service operating life. The end of its service life may be ill-defined and dependant 
upon the stress that it may have been subjected to during its service life. The money (accepted value) paid for 
that service life is dependant upon many factors – a few being: ‘what the market will stand’, ‘quantity 
manufactured’, ‘distribution network’, ‘input cost’, leverage, etc. Thus it becomes difficult to make an accurate 
assessment of the final design, being - relative to what! 
In the world of politics. 
We, the consumer will purchase a product (thus participating) through expressing our opinions on worldly issues 
that effect our daily intercourse within The World. This can just about be anything, - it can be the local 
participation within neighbour groupings, or to ‘passively’ vote in a political entity/representative to further, the 
thrusting forth as a revolutionary leader!  
Thus in the world of politics, a leader promises ‘something’ and the follower becomes duped by what is 
presented. This ‘something’ strikes an accord (of no absolute significance – but only what the background 
environment has inculcated) within the follower to produce an acolyte/devotee of what has been promised. 
The result of ‘the promise’ in the world of politics may take much longer than ‘the promise’ bought within the 
world of commercialism to show fruitage and when the fruitage is shown after some 10 years ‘of office’ then a 
mix of very ‘shady material’ is seen with very ill-defined boundaries. Thus while a final judgement can be 
difficult, an initial accurate judgement is almost impossible upon ‘the service of product purchased’. 
In the world of religion. 
We, the consumer will purchase this product without much thought (perhaps less than that given in the two other 
fields) – and generally take what is on offer through peer pressure – basically because the results are so ill-
defined, with an elusive future that cannot be proved at all within our ‘present life’. But like the commercial and 
political world, the consumer is fed by the ‘lures of improvement’ and this becomes the inducement ‘to buy into 
their lifestyle’. It is bought because the consumer puts ‘man-hours’ of (worldly religious) work for this 
commodity to be used within their lifestyle for the ‘promise of something better.’ But as I have explained earlier, 
the fruitage is now over a much longer time period and often the assessment of the data, information gained and 
the knowledge from it can take a lifetime (short or long) to gather, by which time it becomes too late for you to 
change (or through fear of ‘loosing your face’), and already, you have become part of the peer pressure for some 
other poor duped younger consumer!  
 

So after that ‘high level’ assessment of the data – why am I writing this piece? 
Can there be a link between Christianity and the atheist?  
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The immediate answer is an automatic “No! – In The Atheists’ mind.”  
Because surely as an atheist would logically reason ‘it is like any other worldly religion’, each religion having its 
‘Front Man’ promoting something intangible (in its strictest definition), not subject to scientific experiment. 

However:- 
But there can a link between True Christianity and The Atheist of a thoroughly logical plan supported by “The 
Evidence” that The World as a whole delivers to all of us, provided The Atheist is prepared to yield some time 
in collecting all “The Data” and being shown how to interpret the data to gain “The Information” to form “The 
Knowledge”. Because I am in the position to show you how to assess this information to gain real knowledge for 
you to accurately apply within your life. 
If you are desirous to gain this real knowledge and apply it within your life then this is “Wisdom” (being the 
edifying knowledge accurately applied), but it does require some time for one to become fully acquainted – just 
as it does within your own professional career to be competent. 
However I do not want to give the mystic waffle that all the worldly religions just love to wallow within – but 
rather I wish to give you a ‘fast-track’ approach to the central core of True Christianity that separates it from 
anything that this present world can deliver from the three legged stool of commercialism, politics and religion.  

What makes True Christianity different from all things worldly (including worldly Christianity)?  
It is because True Christianity gives knowledge of:- 

1. A righteous/equitable Plan slowly unfolding through the last 6000 years. 
2. This Plan is meticulously written first in prophecy and then precisely fulfilled as history shows.  
3. A Plan held together with archetypical places, events, people, times – all mirrored later as we read and 

to become mirrored after this piece of writing – no worldly religion as explained, can offer this. 
4. These events are not as Nostradamus’ ‘shot-gun approach’ where 15000 or so prophecies are wildly 

made and at a stretch of the imagination, a hundred or so can be ‘made’ to ‘fit’ history! 
But rather The Bible gives several hundred prophecies and most are precisely fulfilled by some giving 
specific names and dates with the last remaining few coming to fruition. This website explains all. 

5. It is righteously/equitable to all humans inside and outside this knowledge base. 
6. All humans (irrespective of background, belief or crimes committed) shall have a righteous/equal 

opportunity for salvation that may be determined now or later when all are given this opportunity. 
7. It is utterly free - no money/favours of any description should be implied, for any proponent’s use. 
8. It requires/demands zero ‘worldly religious works’ (or ‘observances’) to be done. 
9. At this specific time in history The Specific Prize (just for 144000 individuals) is on offer. 

But this is so difficult to achieve – perhaps that is enough to frighten the reader off! 
10. It gives full knowledge why there are so many worldly religions now operating. 
11. It shows us that all religious establishments, with the worldly paraphernalia and trappings, are 

ultimately worthless and moreover are in reality an anathema to what I would term The Almighty God. 
12. It fully explains why The World is operating exactly as it is with the pain and suffering around us. 
13. It gives full details of ‘The Expectation’ to befall all of us humans, and being common to all, then we 

will all be faced with exactly the same experience. 
 
With utter clarity and certainty I can categorically state: 

“No worldly religion can offer to its disciples this knowledge base covering all the above points” 
I welcome the very best representatives of all worldly religions to respond to this claim! 
 

So where do we go from here? 
 
Perhaps I should state my background so the reader may understand why I feel motivated to use thousands of 
personal ‘man hours’ during my spare time (outside secular work and family time) in writing the contents 
contained within this website freely being offered to you – the reader. 

Perhaps because I am mad? – Very few people in The World would do this – because there is always a 
worldly ‘kick-back’ of some description! 

Or:- 
Perhaps it is because I am convinced of the veracity of my subject matter that I feel personally 
motivated to do it – for your wellbeing! 

I was educated to degree level in the scientific and precise discipline of electronics. I started my own electronics 
company and now market some of the foremost industrial scientific instruments sold around the world based 
upon my designs and patents. For the last 25 years I have specialised in designing products for the intrinsically 
safe industrial market place where tens of thousands of peoples’ safety depend upon the equipment I design and 
manufacture.  
What I design and manufacture is proven by third party assessors to meet the world-wide standards in quality, 
function, safety and performance. This does not come about by guesswork or mistakes covered by shifty talking 
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‘after the event’, thus relying upon waffle ‘to cover your tracks’ as occurs in certain specialities that I am sure 
the reader can draw upon in their experience within all the ‘three legs of the aforementioned stool’! 
But rather ‘I stand by my products’ and these ‘products are my fruitage to support what I stand for’.  

So why do I speak thus – is it to be pompous and boast about my pedigree? 
No – most certainly not!  But solely to show the reader that my mind over these many years has been 
conditioned to only operate logically based upon facts that must add up, it is well acquainted to sifting factual 
data, often the hidden data in skilfully put-together data sheets of electronic components suppressing this 
information – just to ‘show the component in its best possible light’. And further, investigating and evaluating 
results from new lines of research (‘blue sky’) conditions the “what if” mechanisms within my brain to expand 
and inductively reason beyond what ‘the data’ presents –always looking for the unexpected, and then 
investigating ‘the odd result’ - being always the most interesting one! 
But those humans who operate behind the façade of waffle can only ‘think waffle’ (and regurgitate phrases in 
parrot fashion) else they are schizophrenic within their standard thought processes. The normal person is not 
schizophrenic thus they can only operate naturally - truthfully or deceitfully; logically or illogically within any 
strata of interest (a plethora of sayings add support to this statement – ‘leopard cannot change its spots’, ‘cannot 
teach an old dog new tricks’, ‘birds of a feather flock together’, etc, etc). 
So if my mind is conditioned to think like this – why would I believe in a worldly religion of no substance! 
Well of course I would not believe in worldly Christianity practiced by the vast majority of those who call them 
selves ‘Christian’ by name – but rather I have been convinced by True Christianity that only a few people 
practice within their lives during the last 2000 years or so. It is ‘the differentiation between the two’ - mirrored 
by the Jewish leaders of Jesus’ day that Jesus called “hypocrisy”, which also this website exposes occurring 
today by our religious leaders. 
This is not the place to launch a frenzied attack into worldly Christianity because you, The Atheist, know of the 
hypocrisy and illogical statements that are made in the name of (worldly) ‘Christianity’ – that is the reason you 
correctly dismiss it. But this worldly Christian ideology is a ‘million miles/km’ away from the True Christianity 
preached by Christ Jesus and his apostles during the 1st Century. 
It is my responsibility to pass this information on to you – if you desire to find out what True Christianity really 
means to me as a person and ultimately to yourself. 
 

Does this mean that ‘The God’ of ‘Christianity’ has ‘lost The Plot’? 
No!  Most certainly not, but rather, what we witness is all part of a most meticulously well conceived plan to 
fully sift out the thought processes within every individual’s brain (who has existed on this planet) to produce 
ultimately precisely what ‘This God’ desires.  Over the last 10 or more years I have tried to think of a logical 
alternative to The Plan as detailed on this website (being only what is The Bible correctly explained), and each 
has failed into what I consider as ‘the rubbish’ given in all the worldly religions. That is why I can speak with 
certainty because I have evaluated everything very carefully and now am desirous to share this with you – with 
no waffle! 
Just a final comment – A good designer (and scientist of a new theory) but unlike a professional worldly 
religious person (very carefully chosen words), will vehemently attack any new concept to find its weaknesses – 
will it fail?  What are the set of conditions/parameters operating together that could make it fail?  I do this with 
my new instrument designs to give the recipient ‘The Best’, being the most trust worthy product possible – so 
with these thought processes always at the fore of my mind, then my mind is honestly preconditioned to operate 
like this – so:- 
Would I not do the same with this Plan that my God ‘Yahweh’ has orchestrated for all our ultimate wellbeing? 

Thus I invite you, the atheist, please take up the challenge to become the tester, assayer for this new 
idea – are you able to logically destroy the logic of Yahweh’s Plan and/or propose something better?  

I gladly welcome your input! 
You have my email address! 
The most important thing that separates us humans from animals is our capacity to reason upon what may 
initially appear to be ‘abstract concepts’, so:- 

‘Please just think’, and then carefully reason upon it – the worst thing in life is just to dismiss 
something without thinking about it, because you will forever kick yourself afterwards when all is 
revealed, and realising you had ignored a golden opportunity! 

 
 
So again it is that:  “What if …  …  … ?”  statement. 
 
Clearly I cannot give promises based upon words – because all religions of The World give those and I 
understand them to be utterly worthless. They just have a ‘flat theory’ that has no supporting depth to 
consolidate any internal structure. 
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What do I mean here? 
The rational would be to gather historical evidence, scientific evidence, social evidence and reason very carefully 
upon it. Ask yourself many searching questions upon ‘the data’ to see how everything ‘stacks up’ – please see 
the section on ‘50 searching questions to ask of a worldly religion’ – which then has several hundred sub-
questions to pry out that last bit of information. Please use that list as a tool kit to help you – and naturally use it 
upon what this website proclaims (incidentally in conclusion I answer them for ‘True Christianity’ in another 
essay linked to that location). 
You, the reader, will quickly come to the same conclusion as I have, worldly religions offer nothing but two 
lures:- 

1. Something better in the ‘afterlife’ – provided you belong to ‘our’ religion (what this really means is: 
“support our ‘representatives’ needs now” being a plethora of things – see elsewhere in this website). 

2. A clanship of like-minded sadly duped people offering each other a benign comfort zone – all feeling 
comfortable in associating with those who believe ‘what they believe’ – never questioning – “because 
that is not the thing to do”! 
Practicing like minded ‘religious’ works to reinforce this clanship and a hold over them by The Leaders. 
With all the social support structure that this provides (again mutual/symbiotic welfare up and down). 

 
Really when boiled down in reasoning like that – then they are no different to political or national parties of the 
present world, except the ‘afterlife’ becomes substituted with ‘the afterlife - after we have power’! 

So really absolutely no difference at all – but basically all worldly – self interest! 
That is why what this website states is so very different to anything else stated or practiced within The World – 
but is only what The Bible clearly states, but no one bothers to “read-to-understand” what is really being said! 

Why? 
Because it hurts / cramps their lifestyle – particularly of The Leaders who climbed to that very position! 
 
But the most remarkable thing I will state is this:-  

“You do not have to agree, but may even vehemently disagree with what this website states and you 
still, will not be excluded from what is generally termed an ‘afterlife’ but much modified to perhaps the 
perception you may have from the present false worldly religions.” 

So that has obviously made you think:  
“Well I can disregard everything this website states – because - I am safe”! 

The truthful answer is: “Yes!” – But you are putting off something which will become a serious problem to your 
future and as I tell my children: 

“Leave a problem and it will always grow into a bigger and more difficult problem to solve later”. 
And “Yes” – the same will apply to you! 

However if you instil and cultivate within your thought processes what this website proclaims then I offer you a 
sincere promise:  

You will have a much better life now and your “FutureLife” will go so much easier for you. 
But in saying that , I am not suggesting that you shall be precluded from having a “Futurelife” just because you 
now ignore what this website states. 

Does this sound like contradictory mystic waffle? 
No! 

Because what I am stating is that any human can ignore ‘good advice’, and go down the wrong path in life and 
have a much more harsh existence than if they had taken the earlier ‘good advice’. Being the painful process of 
learning through mistakes. 
I heard this saying and I like it: 

Good decisions are based upon experience. Experience comes from making bad decisions! 
This is so true now during our present life and will be equally true upon our resurrection (learning from the bad 
decisions made within the 1st part of our life) - into what? 
Not much different to what we are now with a few modifiers – as promised by Jesus during his ministry period, a 
perfectly functioning body (corrected DNA with all forms of repair mechanisms operating – being ‘The System 
Support’ structure reorganised from the now faulty ‘Junk DNA’ we have within our present genome). 
This future certainty will be available for all humans past and present – irrespective of what you believe (atheist 
or religion) in this present existence (being what I would term ‘the 1st part of our life’).  
But there is a caveat, an over-rider: We must start taking ‘good advice’ and adhering to it upon our resurrection 
(being the 2nd part of our life – that could/may be terminal) – being cajoled into following it – because there will 
be no successful alternative. Clearly those who have learnt from their mistakes made during their present (= 1st 
part of their) life now, and prepared to readjust their personality will have a good start upon resurrection being a 
righteous/equitable reset condition upon which to ‘start-again’ – being available for all of us! 
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But this will be now the 2nd leg of our journey through life, as it were, because as the reader knows, Jesus Christ 
only died the once for us to cover, as an atonement for, our present existence (being the 1st leg of our journey).  
 
I am getting a little too deep here (and fully explain this elsewhere on this website). 
I wish to raise that question again:  “What if …  …  … ?” 
 
If I were an atheist I would immediately be very uncomfortable in accepting ‘a resurrection’ reasoning thus. –  

Why?  How?  
What makes me or you, or anyone who being different - able to be resurrected? 
This is what ‘silly worldly religions preach’ and ‘they are all rubbish’! 

But slow down! 
Why do you think “Resurrection” is impossible and rubbish? 
Just upon what basis do you reason like this?  
And what are the ‘ground rules’ for you to reason like this?  

And again the:  “What if …  …  … ?” statement! 
 
So let us go through some ‘ground rules’ and see if a rationally thinking atheist could argue against them: 
 
First and the most important statement to understand:- 

 
Just because ‘something’ is unknown – then it does not mean it is impossible. 

 
It is just the present environment (= knowledge base) that makes us baulk at the term “resurrection”. 
 
Clearly we should not just accept this statement at ‘face value’ as practiced by all those advocates of worldly 
religions without question. -  Else why stay within them?  
And this is where all advocates of these false religions go wrong - and thus correctly we dismiss what they say 
because it is without real substance (but just the surface lure) and thus has no credibility. 
 

So what makes ‘the message’ that I propose any different? 
There are two supporting methods that we can use to get our head around this statement and they both are based 
upon history. 
We should look at the past and try to learn from the past – else we become blind and make the same mistakes! 
Why?  Because basically, humans at any specific time are no different to humans of any other time period. The 
only difference is education that gives knowledge – but all the inherent decision making processes are the same. 
Thus:- 

1. Look at science and how this ‘knowledge base’ has increased over the last 50 to 100 years. 
2. Look at the credentials of The Source that tells us that ‘resurrection is possible’. 

 
I feel that there should be no argument over (1) because it is ‘right in our face’. 
Take any example before its discovery or transformation of the discovery into the mass market place, and ask 
any individual before the discovery: “Could this or that be possible?” 
And the answer would have been:  “NO - I cannot believe that is possible!” 
 
So in conclusion just because something is impossible in our present environment (knowledge base) then that 
specific argument cannot be used as an objection to accepting something that initially looks impossible. 
 
Now we move onto (2). 
Worldly religions make some wild claims and we are able to understand that applying the conclusion from (1) 
does not necessarily invalidate these claims – nor does it support them. But rather says: “Perhaps – it is 
possible” – and no more or less than this. 
So we need to research/investigate much more deeply – and this is where we move into item (2). 
 
Perhaps this can be likened to a human.  
A human who always tells the truth can be trusted that all things said are very likely to be ‘the truth’. 
Similarly a car manual that tells ‘the truth’ can be trusted. 
If however a person is discovered to have lied - then everything else said could be treated with suspicion. 
Similarly if a car manual stated that oil should go into the radiator rather than into the engine, then equally, a 
faulty statement like this then leads to the mistrust of other statements within the manual. 
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Only because if the subject matter cannot be verified by another source then there is no method to 
validate any other claim stated ‘as fact’ - should just the one item be proven to be erroneous. 

Taking some obvious examples: 
Why should we trust the media or politicians because all have proven to be faulty in many things, thus 
demonstrating an indigenous flaw throughout those humans who operate throughout these sectors. 

The purist may state that extension cannot be substantiated (as I often hear) – my answer is: –  
“Oh Really! – Upon what planet have these potential purists’ been living during the last 50+ years?” 

They seem to ignore the fact (being accepted) that humans operate certain methodologies to achieve an aim, they 
use what proves beneficial for a personal result based upon experience (called ‘learning’ by reinforcement). 
Mature humans will always use a combination of what drove them initially as a child modified by environmental 
experiences to deliver what they personally wanted by manipulating ‘the environment’ to deliver. If the goals are 
high then they will demand more from others (the environment) to achieve those goals to satisfy what they 
personally desire from out of this world (I could write a book on this).  
An extension of this ‘environmental modification’ can be applied to the vocal (atheist) scientists who go beyond 
their remit of science, by misinterpreting the facts, thus bend the facts to promote a personal faith or dogma, 
instilled by an earlier environment. This then becomes a ‘blind faith’ because its support base has no real 
substance – which becomes obvious provided you logically drill down through their ‘argument’ on the one side, 
and ‘the facts’ on the other using an open, but questioning mind. 
This will occur for infinitum until ‘a crash’ of some description occurs within a human’s life, to cause a re-think 
of all the values that the specific human has relied upon - up to that point where ‘the crash’ occurred in their life. 
Please see section entitled “Delusion” in Glossary section of this website www.FutureLife.Org . 
 

So where am I going with this ramble? 
 
The point I am trying to make is that: Nothing can be trusted in this world unless it has a proven record. 
 
The second part of this 2nd section is ‘the material’ itself. 
It is fine to proclaim everything stated is factual and can be trusted, but it may be presented in such a manner that 
it means nothing – inasmuch, there is no coherent objective, plan or logic that binds the proven facts together. 
Isolated facts mean nothing unless there is a reason, common theme to hold these facts together and then in a 
mutual manner, the collection of facts then support The Reason, The Objective, The Plan. 
 
Now we apply all this understanding to worldly religions and quickly realise they fail both parts of the 2nd test. 
I have carried out this detailed analysis many, many years ago and quickly came to this conclusion. Everything I 
have seen since has just personally reinforced the veracity of my initial detailed assessment. 
 
However during my personal evaluation of the world’s religions, while I was mentally pulling them apart using 
my logical reasoning processes, something in Christianity ‘clicked together’ being a ‘conceptually logical Plan’ 
as though “Intelligence” was operating behind the scenes. But this Plan was most certainly not what the worldly 
Christian Leaders were preaching, they were preaching something very different which had holes all through it - 
demonstrating their utter ‘ignorance’ of the subject matter. 
I use the word “ignorance” very carefully: 

They knew the subject matter, but they could not understand the subject matter! 
I now realised: 

1. They have been brought up ‘not to think’, nor question anything outside their worldly understanding 
else they would become ostracised – rejected by their peers – and then ‘where would their life support 
come from’? 

2. The true message from The Bible ‘cramped their worldly lifestyle’, and they were not in the position to 
reconcile the two extremes.  

This is why I call it worldly Christianity because conceptually the base reasoning is no different to all other 
worldly religions, but merely present a different ‘Front Man’ – who did something different – sacrificed himself! 
And upon this ‘Front Man’ they hung a list of religious worldly works and observances to promote something 
different that edified their own worldly position! 
 
But now I had a string – however tenuous, that I could follow and investigate. Look for “The Facts” and 
understand why and how these facts knitted together. I was starting to build a skeleton frame. At this stage I had 
no idea what the final Plan would look like (and certainly could not trust what supposed representatives told 
me), but it was certainly very different to the one preached by its supposed ‘educated’ representatives! 
When I had ‘the skeleton’, I was then able to ‘flesh it out’ to obtain ‘the body’ to “The Plan”, very much like a 
paper maché model being constructed step by step as a new facet of information was found and then applied to 
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this basic frame. The logic was stupendous and made the miserable efforts put out by worldly Christian leaders 
like all those of all the other worldly religions. Which is perhaps why so many want to ‘get into bed with each 
other’ – to be ‘all inclusive’, being ‘inter-faith’! 
 
So I have put this plan together on this website www.FutureLife.Org for The World to see and understand.  
It is logically explained and the answers given show that “The Plan” itself is logical and fair to all humans who 
have existed on this planet (unlike all other world religions) thus another pointer to show that this would be 
utterly consistent to ‘The Intelligence of The Universe’ demonstrating equity to be operating for all humans. 
 
Being a man now of mature years running a small multinational company – you can perhaps call me “a man of 
the world” – I have learnt to immediately recognise “double speak” (= deception, often bordering on lying) both 
written and spoken by ‘spin doctors’ representing ‘anything’, and sadly now pandemic. I have seen every 
possible scam going, seen politicians come and go, make promises and then promptly break them (naturally: 
“because of ‘external pressures’ beyond their control”)!  
Not unique to this sector but occurring at any level, to any degree within any sector you care to name, the worst 
being those representing worldly religions unable to substantiate anything that they claim to promise! 
I have ‘my ear to the ground’ and know what is what – nothing surprises me – because I can see it coming long 
before it arrives – this experience comes with age!  Therefore I find it so refreshing to find something that hangs 
together with purity and that is why I have spent my time to give you this information freely so that you too may 
know what the future holds out for us all, being “The Expectation” promised by The Bible correctly explained. 

Am I trying to start ‘a cult following’ as ‘a last kick before I die’, - to be remembered by something – 
like numerous fairly modern worldly Christian cult movements that readily spring to mind? 

No - most certainly not!  Those cults run on money ‘removed’ (stolen on the basis of a false claim – being: theirs 
is “the knowledge to salvation”) from the duped acolytes to promote the self interests of The Leader(s) of 
whatever this present world can deliver, but this website preaches the very opposite! 
It is most certainly not the organisation, cult, edifice, religion that will ultimately save you but rather how you 
live your lifestyle towards your fellow neighbour (meaning anyone and everyone on this planet) thus in most 
people this requires a personality change, and ‘the eternity’ option has only been made possible by Christ Jesus’ 
selfless sacrifice being The Underserved Gift, The Ransom Sacrifice (please see Glossary). 
Thus any representative of any religion that preaches “Just belong to us to be saved” lies to its duped followers’. 
So the reader is able to see that all representatives of religious establishments who promote themselves over 
others as being ‘the only ones able to offer salvation’ are only promoting their self interests which is worldly, 
and, an anathema to The Intelligence” that is righteously/equitably operating “The Plan” on this earth, because 
these ones are usurping what Jesus did for each one of us. Likewise it is each one of us who must make the 
ultimate personal choice when each one of us knows both:- 

1. An evil society (operating now – but as commanded: “To fill the earth”) being the present pain and 
suffering from expressed personal selfishness. 

2. A righteous/equitable society (operating upon our resurrection) where pain and suffering will be 
removed because all will be cajoled to edify their neighbour (it being mutual). 

Already this message is vastly different to anything preached by any worldly religion operating today! 
But this is only what The Bible distinctly tells us, being The Millennium period of 1000 years where humans 
will be taught righteousness, cajoled and thus expected to practice righteousness/equality to their fellow 
neighbour for the good of society. This will be mutual as a complex net/mesh of social interaction where all 
humans will be practicing this. Those who persistently rebel will be permanently removed (= utter annihilation – 
as though they had never existed). With a final testing period of 3.5 years (that righteously mimics Jesus’ assay 
period) where all humans will be evaluated/assayed like Jesus and ultimately judged upon the decision each and 
everyone makes for themselves (this is not preached by any religion on this planet – and there is a specific 
reason for this which I cover in many places on this website). 

Does this message seem mad – being as something impossible? 
What is more impossible? 

1. A resurrection? 
2. Living for 1000+ years? 
3. A harmonious society? 

Let us analyse very briefly the above. 
1. Could the reader presently accept that Jesus was able to become resurrected as we are told in The Bible 

(I cover this point later and thoroughly elsewhere on this website). Thus we have a physical example of 
a resurrection – so under the earlier proviso, the first point can be accepted as being possible. 

2. Scientists have presently stated they cannot see any reason why humans should not live for 500 years or 
even longer now the basics of cell division, arrest of cancer (turn on/off cell division), telomeres, anti-
oxidants are becoming understood. Thus the 2nd statement originally rejected as ridiculous by the 
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scientific community some 100 years ago now has some scientific credence within a more educated 
science community (a very important concept to ‘take on-board’). 

3. Perhaps this is the most difficult to believe – because we humans have witnessed no mass example of 
this at any time throughout our history. Except in a small locality within Israel some 2000 years ago for 
a brief period of 3.5 years where the “nearness” in application of “The Lord’s Acceptable Year” was 
demonstrated for our education to help us develop “The Expectation” of it. 
This website www.FutureLife.Org explains the operation of all this in meticulous detail. 

 
So let me return to item (1) being the demonstration of what is possible, actually for a very few people (who 
have existed during the last 2000 years) it being much more remarkable that what I will be stating here (but fully 
explained within this website).  
I touched upon this in several places earlier when I wrote about The Authority, being The Intelligence ensuring 
that “The Plan” was meticulously followed exactly (like for like) as the prophecies given earlier. I am old 
enough to know by witnessing events unfold in The World to realise the first thing that fails in any operation is 
‘The Plan’ when we humans were the architects of it!  Humans struggle to get whatever plan they conceived 
operating correctly in time, on budget, to specification, etc and that is within their own time frame/domain! 
Get humans to try and organise something over millennia then that is the biggest joke of all! 
But The Bible through early prophecies (several hundred or so) got them all correct in time/place/event/person 
through millennia.  
So there is The Intelligence, The Authority having The Power to ensure that things occurred as stated hundreds 
and thousands of years earlier.  

So Who or What is this Authority with the Intelligence and Power to ensure that The Bible prophecies 
are fulfilled precisely as written? 

The Bible tells us ‘The Authority’s Name’ is:- 
“I (make) become Who/What I choose to become.” 

It is as succinctly and powerfully put as that single statement – exactly just as This Authority (“Yahweh”, or also 
known by others as “Jehovah”) told us! 
It is understanding how these prophecies are uniquely fulfilled long after they were given, together with the 
whole tenure of The Bible’s witness of human interaction (being all the positive and negative qualities) and the 
results from their deviation of “The Truth” that gives a unique power and authority to the written word for our 
edification – that gives me the confidence that the other few remaining prophecies will occur as stated. 
Further The Bible is the only source material available to this planet that repeatedly warns of serious 
consequences for those humans who take on The Office in representing Yahweh’s interests to ensure that 
Fidelity of The Word of God is maintained. 

Why is this significant? 
Because for the only reason that it is very difficult to be perfect, and just so easy to slide away from the pinnacle 
of ultimate perfection – hence the repeated warnings of maintaining fidelity to ‘The Absolute Truth’! 
But religions from worldly sources are so far away from perfection (being ‘The Absolute Truth’) that they have 
no requirement for the repeated warnings within them, because ‘The Source’ (more elsewhere on this website) of 
these worldly religions, desires these worldly religions to be vague and ‘all inclusive’ to gather more duped 
humans within them (and thus away from True Christianity). I know the veracity of this statement – because I 
have personally read these ‘master’ references many years ago! 
 
There is no need here to duplicate what is stated elsewhere on this website within this essay, but rather I invite 
you the visitor to carefully look through this website www.FutureLife.Org and introduce yourself to many new 
themes and understanding that explains “The Expectation” for us all. 

None of this is explained on any other website that I know of. 
 
Thus it is from this knowledge base of The Bible being so vastly superior to any other ‘acclaimed source’ – all 
these others being from The World for The World that makes me realise that I can accept other things stated 
within it – until proven otherwise – else the objector has no valid claim to dismiss any of The Bible’s contents – 
seems quite a logical approach! 

This is standard practice in the scientific community when a new hypothesis is made public – does it 
stand the test of criticism? 

But also as I absorb more knowledge from the data contained within The Bible, then I realise the strength and 
credibility is maintained – and further, exemplified! 
Thus I am able to accept that a resurrection is possible and also explain at high level precisely how this is 
achieved within this website. 
 
And finally, 
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I am most desirous of feedback of the information presented within this website and any apparent contradictions 
within The Bible (unlike those who represent the more dubious sources). Because it is from the apparent 
contradictions that deeper knowledge comes, being ‘the spur’ for one to analyse more deeply about the topic of 
interest to explain and thus understand the inner meaning which otherwise would have been overlooked and 
consequently missed. 
 
So please carefully consider what I have written which is only but the merest of the most brief introductions and 
investigate The Data further because any specific human does not know: ‘everything in The Universe’. Thus 
with us all starting at this point of agreement, could we gather this information together rather than dismissing it, 
because unless we ‘know everything’ then there is always that suspicion that we may loose out on something 
very important, being initiated by that very searching question:- 

 
“What if …  …  … ?” 


